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AND MORE!

Television
Excuses

I

don’t know about your part of the country (world?) but we are starting Spring with an ice/
snow storm followed by a healthy drenching of water. Bob and I are watching our new
expensive drainage system wash away with Mother Nature’s enthusiasm. Sigh, I guess it is
back to the drawing board on that one. All is good, these Springtime showers will bring lovely
flowers, eventually.
The lingering gray and rainy skies are giving me a good excuse to watch TV and stitch. I have
finished Aladdin’s Lamp (see page 7) and am plugging away on the last kit of Sultan’s Tray,
which should go out in June. I have my eye on starting Rogue Designs “Henry VIII” with
a Lori Carter stitch guide. I am hoping that guide will be ready soon so I can stitch on that
project during the new “Wolf Hall” TV series. I love to theme my needlepoint project to my
entertainment. I do not know which side of the brain that involves, right-brain “the complete
works of ” or left-brain “new, different, more,” but it works nicely as an enabler to allow me to
purchase a new project. If you don’t want to do a loosely related theme, you can simply do one
of the quick, new rounds that are TV based on page 10. They make me smile!
I hope that your skies are sunny, but you
can also find an excuse for stitching.

Amy

Happy Easter

Amy, Eileen, and Khardiatou

Amy’s Golden Strand

3808 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38122
phone: 901.458.6109
fax: 901.323.4701
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new Access commodities

I always have such a needlepoint fantasy experience when I visit the Access Commodities booth at market.
There are always new and different selections to tempt my tool box assortment, thread collection and frequently
I find incredible trims and accessories. This year was no exception. I found much to order…let me share a
few….

garniture laces

This delicate 1/4” lace is available in Cream GAR1008, Black GAR1009, and
White GAR1010.
100% cotton, washable.
Cost: $525 -$550 for 1 yard
Open web-like ⅜” lace in
White GAR3323
100% cotton, washable.

Cost: $425 for 1.5 yards

A regal metallic ⅜” lace in Soft
Silver GAR3042, Antique Silver
GAR3043, and Antique Bronze
GAR3047
50% Nylon/50% Cupro, washable.

Cost: $1000 for 1.5 yards
2
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new Access commodities
3 Perfect tassels
These were little mystery items on the table.
Like tiny treasures, 2 ⅜” from bottom of tassel
to the top silk-wrapped loops, they were hiding
among the other goodies on the table.
I
can see these at the end of a special long book
marker, the ornament at the end of a small
wall hanging, or the crowning touch to an
ornament..

Cost:

$2500 each

Russia Braid
There are two new colors of Russia Braid in
the shop: MET3141 Castilian Bronze and
MET3143 Gothic Copper. Both colors are dark,
the Bronze is more of a warm tone brown and
the Copper has a cooler taupe color. Perfect
for throne room trims or even a dog collar and
leash…very versatile.

Cost: $525 for 1 yard

Metallic Soft Trim Cords in Size 12
These are soft and flexible cords, similar to a round braided shoe lace. There are colors to match the Russia Braid,
but where Russia Braid lays flatter against the canvas, this cord is thicker and more round to stand up and out. The
cords could be couched with a center tack to flatten them out a little or a chevron-style side tacking stitch could be
used to the wind them along their path.
75

Cost: $3 for 1 meter

Coin Silver
MTW12902

Silver Leaf
MTW12903

Silver Gilt
MTW12904

Hammered Pewter Castilian Bronze
MTW12907
MTW12905
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Gothic Copper
MTW12908
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new SNIPS & CUTTERS
Super Snips and Bohin Thread Cutters are the perfect accessories to add to your “traveling” tool box.

SUPER SNIPS
Super Snips are fun little scissors which come in yellow, green and pink. They measure 2 ½” with a short blade
length of ⅝”. There is a protective cap to cover the point of the scissors which is attached to the finger holes so
it will not fall off. No worries about poking through your stitching bag or needlepoint. The cost point takes the
financial OUCH out of leaving them behind on the airplane or beach.
Cost: $600 each
Can’t decide which color? Order one of each!*
*We apologize ahead of time if we are sold out of your favorite color. The scissors come in an assortment and we cannot order specific colors.

BOHIN THREAD CUTTERS
Sometimes all you really need is another piece of jewelry. Especially when that jewelry comes from the premier
needlework tool maker, Bohen. These around the neck thread cutters are perfect for the quick cut of a thread.
Always handy, hanging around your neck on a thin, comfortable rolled leather cord. The plug-in closure on the
cord snaps together for easy on and off without having to go over your head.
50

Cost: $18 each

Wave
green/orange/purple/red

Stained Glass
red/purple/orange/yellow
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Wave
red/orange/pink/lavender

Stained Glass
blue/aqua
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How’d You do That?
reverse basketweave beading

Basketweave
I loveReverse
the look of
the beading for the watermelon on Marge Wright’s canvas (see below). Marge was guided
with
Beads
by Cindy McKown
to use Reverse Basketweave Beading on her canvas and I personally think that it is
wonderful. Marge and Cindy both graciously allowed us to share the canvas photo, as well as the instructions
for this fun technique.

Reverse Basketweave
with Beads
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Work Reverse
Beading
27
5 The vertical
in diagonal rows.
stitches
4
32
12 26
11
31
move down the row and
the horizontal
29
7
28
6
stitches move up the
row.10Use
Delica
or
9
Magnifica Beads which8 are flat30on the
ends. With each stitch of the Reverse
Basketweave, pick up one bead,
changing bead colors to match your
pattern. The beads will sit vertically on
the down rows and horizontally on the
up rows creating a woven appearance.

Watermelon Heart
from Kate Dickerson
Stitched by Marge Wright
stitch guide by Cindy McKown

Cindy McKown is a very talented Stitch Guide Writer from Nashville,
TN. We have been bowled over by the creative ideas found in her
guides for “Wicked” by Melissa Shirley and “Bull Sit,” “Triple Stack,”
and “Cow Hide” by Annie Lane. Thanks, Cindy, for once again
sharing a great idea.
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2015 Book Club

Mysteries of Needlepoint
My mother used to be a total sucker for the “monthly
installment” card catalogs. She got a series of them on
gardening and plants for my husband Bob. She ordered
animal details for the grandchildren and the good Lord only
knows what she ordered for herself and never told us about.
My sisters and I would get the Ronco Peeler or the slicer/
dicer thingie in a care package from home. I guess that all of
those fun items she ordered must have left a permanent dent
in my thinking because here I am starting a semi-monthly
Needlepoint Installment book of information.
I want you all to know that the Book Club is intended to
bring you loads of information on stitching, stitches and
design with stitches. I thought, what fun to get a little chapter
of information every other month on our favorite thing to
do. Jill Wilensky has been helping me put together these
chapters and also developing a little exercise workbook
called Mysteries of Needlepoint Casebook. We go cross-eyed
over reading diagrams and information and we have a lot of
fun along the way.
Chapter Two is in the process of being mailed…it takes a
while to get them all out the door. Chapter Three is in heaps
of paper and stuck all over my bathroom at home in the form
of post-it notes. I am moving from the semi-technical phase
into the more creative phase of the Book Club with Chapter
Three. This will begin your lessons on enhancing your own
designs or painted needlepoint canvases with stitches, threads
and found objects. This is “where I live” in the needlepoint
world and there are lots of tips, hints, guidelines and pitfalls
I can tell you about.
I hope you join us in our bi-monthly quest for needlepoint
lessons. Like the “book clubs” my mother used to join, there
is no deadline for signing up. You can receive all of the
chapters available at the time you sign up OR you can receive
Chapter One right away and and future chapters with our
scheduled mailings

MYSTERIES OF NEEDLEPOINT SERIES
six installments
$3000 each
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And since every club needs it’s accessories, check out these
amazing additions:

The Casebook
The Casebook is a supplemental workbook for the
Mysteries of Needlepoint book series. Each chapter of
the Casebook contains various activities and exercises
to help you better understand and practice what was
covered in the book club chapter. The Casebook is
available either as a PDF download or paper-version,
and either can be ordered directly from the website www.
needlelittlemore.com. An email announcement will be
sent out prior to the release of each chapter. Contact
ineedlelittlemore@yahoo.com if you would like to be
added to the mailing list.

The Casebook SERIES
six installments

$1500 each

Mysteries of Needlepoint
Magnet

We are thrilled with the incredibly STRONG Sherlock
Holmes magnets by Rogue Designs. These bad boys are
rough and tough and will hold your needles, pins, metal
laying tool, scissors and probably your car keys!!! I love
the silhouette of Sherlock Holmes with his mysterious
purple background that was developed by the talented
people at Needlepoint Now magazine and now very
excited to have that image on my own magnet.
We
have
several
but quantities are
limited.

sherlock
magnet
1.5” round
$1800
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Home Study

Sheherazade Home Study Projects

Aladdin’s Lamp

All this canvas needs is a magic carpet and it would
be all of my Arabian Nights dreams come true. I went
way over the top with pattern, I couldn’t help myself.
This is the last of the three small canvases from Labors
of Love included in my Sheherazade Part One Series.
I was sorry to reach the end of this project but know
that I will have fun going back to work on Sultan’s
Tray, which will be concluding this Summer.
Lover’s Paisley

Now, which of the three Labors of Love canvases has
been my favorite? Lover’s Paisley let me play with a few
new things (Silk Wrapped Purl Perle, 3-D sequins and
Coronation Cord) and that always makes me happy.
Exotic Orange

Exotic Orange has all of the warm colors I love with touches
of pink and purple which are so unexpected. It didn’t hurt that
I added the flying buttresses of beads so maybe that was my
favorite. Aladdin’s Lamp gave me romance and the promise
of wishes coming true, so what is not to love about THAT? I
guess I will never be able to chose a favorite.

Shipment Schedule

Aladdin’s Lamp Part One, Kit #3
shipping on or around April 1st, 2015 (no foolin’)
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Sultan’s Tray Part Two, Kit #3
shipping June 2015
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New Canvases
Melissa Shirley

Patterned Pumpkins
1853
18m
24.5 x 10
$304.50
Melissa can make Autumn veggies look
tempting even in Spring.

Owlets with Mushroom and
Pinecone hats
Artist Vicki Sawyer
VS129-A and VS129-B
18m
7 x 14
$202.00 each
Are these the Doublemint Twins???
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New Canvases
CBK Designs

Candy Monsters?
Artist Scott Church
13m
10.75 x 9
$134.50
Lions, tigers & bears, OH MY!

ROGUE
TV Show Ornaments
931-964
18m
2.5 R
$18.00
Even better than stitching
WHILE I’m watching is stitching
WHAT I’m watching!

2 Broke Girls
Agents of Shield
American Horror Story
AHS: Freakshow
Antiques Roadshow
Big Band Theory
Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Call the Midwife
Castle
CSI

Deadwood
Doctor Who
Downton Abbey
Firefly
Friends
Futurama
Glee
I Love Lucy
Mad Men
M.A.S.H.

Merlin
Modern Family
NCIS
Once Upon a Time
Orange is the New Black
Psych
Saturday Night Live
Seinfeld
Sherlock
The Simpsons
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Sons of Anarchy
Sopranos
Star Trek
Supernatural
the Tudors
The Twilight Zone
The Vampire Diares
The Walking Dead
More coming soon, so
just ask.
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New Canvases
Melissa Shirley

Who Ate All the Hors
D’Oeurves?
Artist Vicki Sawyer
VS126
18m
12 x 7
$187.00
Gulp, the title says it all.

DANJI
Owl Witches
Artist Tina Ledbetter
18m
3x5
$42.00
Whoo can think of Halloween when the daffodils are blooming?

TL-03

TL-01

TL-04
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New CANVASES
Tapestry Fair

Six Trees
1097A
18m
10.5 x 5.5
$94.50
Hmmm, are they
confused about the
season of the year at
Amy’s?

Revised
edition
We just got word that Jo
Ippolito Christensen’s newly
revised and updated The
Needlepoint Book is scheduled to
be released in hardback on
April 6th.
Contact us, if you would like
to order it now.

Cost: $6000
Pink Peep Bunny Egg
1093
13m
3.75 x 5
FINALLY, someone figured out that it
is PINK PEEP TIME!!!
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Customer Gallery

“Marissa”
“Anna”
from Designing Women
from Alexa Design
both stockings stitched by Joye Monaghan

“Ruth”
“Kurt”
from Alexa Designs
from Melissa Shirley
both stockings stitched by Stephanie Cheney
Santa Baby
artwork by Frank Bielec
from Maggie
Stitched by Patricia Wakefield
adapted stitches and ideas from a Tony Minieri stitch
guide for “The Spirit of Christmas”
(piece shown in the last newsletter as well as below).
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Customer Gallery

Quilt Diva
from Amy Bradley
Stitched by Bev Snyder,
who made this canvas completely her own “Stitch
Diva” with her great choices of stitches and threads

Valentine’s House
from Melissa Shirley
Stitched by Marguerite Lewis
adapted from stitch guide by Amy Bunger
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CUSTOMER GALLERY

Hide & Seek
from Birds of a Feather
Stitched by Molly Holloway
This canvas was started in a Rent Amy Day but
finished using many of her own touches and ideas.
Polly
from Leigh Designs
Stitched by Martha Heroux
This canvas was started in a Canvas Embellishment
class using a stitch guide from Tony Minieri

New Stitch Guide

Easter Basket
by Melissa Shirley
18m
17 x 10
$252.00

1515

Stitch guide now available by
Amy Bunger $157.50.
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SHOP HOURS ARE NOT SET. PLEASE

CONTACT US

TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT, SO WE CAN HELP

YOU WITH YOUR STITCHING NEEDS.

PREFERABLY A COUPLE OF
DAYS IN ADVANCE

We All
Err

We have a correction for
page 59, of the Mysteries
of Needlepoint Book Club
(Chapter 2).
On our glossary, the last
definition read:
“WEFT Weft threads are

just give us a call:

(901) 458-6109

or send an E - mail :

amys 3 8 0 8 @ aol . com

wound onto shuttles
which are thrown or
woven through the
weft threads to weave
fabric or canvas.”

It should have said:
“WEFT Weft threads are

wound onto shuttles
which are thrown or
woven through the
warp threads to weave
fabric or canvas.”

SHOP HOURS ARE NOT SET. PLEASE

CONTACT US

TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT, SO WE CAN HELP

YOU WITH YOUR STITCHING NEEDS.

PREFERABLY A COUPLE OF
DAYS IN ADVANCE

just give us a call:

(901) 458-6109

or send an E - mail :

amys 3 8 0 8 @ aol . com
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We apologize for the error.

